Identifiability is of fundamental importance in the statistical learning of dynamical systems of interacting particles. We prove that the interaction functions are identifiable for a class of first-order stochastic systems, including linear systems and a class of nonlinear systems with stationary distributions in the decentralized directions. We show that the identfiability is equivalent to strict positiveness of integral operators associated to integral kernels arisen from the nonparametric regression. We then prove the positiveness based on series representation of the integral kernels and a Müntz type theorem for the completeness of even polynomials.
we refer to [VZ12, CCP17] for reviews. With the recent advancement of technology in data collection and computation, inference of such systems from data has been attracting an increasing attention [HRPM`11, CNHT17, HLL19] . In general, such systems are high-dimensional and there is no simple parametric form, so the inference tends to be computationally infeasible due to the curse of dimensionality. An exception is when there is a symmetric structure, such that one only needs to estimate a low-dimensional interaction function, for example, depending on only the pairwise distances between particles [LZTM19, LMT19] . However, a fundamental challenge arises: the interaction function may be non-identifiable, because its values are under-determined even with perfect trajectory data. To ensure the identifiability of the interaction function, a coercivity condition is introduced in [LZTM19, LMT19] . In this study, we prove that the coercivity condition holds true for linear systems, and a class of three-particle nonlinear systems with stationary distributions.
More precisely, consider a first-order stochastic gradient system of interacting particles:
where X t i P R d represents the position of particle i at time t, tB t i u N i"1 are independent Brownian motions representing the random environment, and σ is a positive constant representing the strength of the noise. Without loss of generality, we assume σ " 1 in (1.1). Hereafter |¨| denote the Euclidean norm of vectors. We assume that the agents are of the same type, with a function φ : R`" r0, 8q Ñ R modeling the pairwise interaction between the agents, which is referred as the interaction function.
In the inference of the interaction function by nonparametric regression, the following coercivity condition is found to ensure identifiability [LZTM19, LMT19] : for any compact subspace H Ă L 2 pρ t q, where ρ t denotes the probability density function of |r t ji | with r t ji :" X t j´X t i , c H,N ptq :" inf hPHXBB 1 E " hp|r t 12 |qhp|r t 13 |q xr t 12 , r t 13 y |r t 12 ||r t 13 |  ą 0, (1.2)
where BB 1 denotes the unit sphere in L 2 pρ t q.
We prove coercivity condition for systems with a class of interaction functions, particularly for φprq " r which leads to linear systems, and for three-particle nonlinear systems with φprq dominated by r α for α P p0, 1s and with a stationary distribution. We first show that the coercivity condition is equivalent to the integral operator associated with the expectation is strictly positive definite. In fact, note that Erhp|r t 12 |qhp|r t 13 |q xr t 12 , r t 13 y |r t 12 ||r t 13 | s " ż 8 where the integral kernel K t : R`ˆR`Ñ R with t P r0, T s is defined as
xξ, ηyp t prξ, sηqdξdη, (1.3)
with p t pu, vq denoting the density function of the random vector pr t 12 , r t 13 q and S d´1 denoting the unit sphere in R d . Thus the coercivity condition is equivalent to that the integral operator associated with the integral kernel K t is strictly positive. Then, to prove the strict positiveness of the operator, we introduce a series representation of the integral kernel and resort to a Müntz type theorem on the completeness in L 2 pρ t q of polynomials with even degrees (Section 3). In particular, in the treatment of nonlinear systems, we develop a "comparison to a Gaussian kernel" technique (Section 4.2-4.3) to prove the strictly positiveness for a large class of interaction kernels.
In this study, we consider only regular interaction kernels that lead to continuous drift terms, and thus a global strong solution to the system. Many directions are beyond the scope of this study and will be left for future works: first-order nonlinear systems with more general interactions kernels that are regular [HLL19, LZTM19] or singular [LY16, LLY19] or starting from non-stationary distributions, second-order systems and systems with multiple types of particles or agents [LMT19] .
Positive definite integral kernels play an increasingly prominent role in many applications in science, in particular in statistical learning theory in data science [CS02, SZ09, Fas11] . Our results provides a new class of positive definite integral kernels, and our technique of comparison to a Gaussian kernel may be used to establish identifiability in other learning problems.
The organization of the paper is as follows: in Section 2, we introduce the coercivity conditions in inference, and establish the connections between the coercivity conditions and positive integral operators. In Section 3 we prove the coercivity condition for linear systems and Section 4 is devoted to a class of three-particle nonlinear systems with stationary distributions. We list in Section 5 the preliminaries for the proofs, such as the properties of positive definite kernels, a Müntz-type theorem on half-line, and a stationary measure for gradient systems.
The coercivity conditions and strictly positive integral operators
In vector format, we can write the system (1.1) as
where X t :" pX t i q N i"1 P R N d , and the potential function J φ :
In this study, we assume that Φ P C 1 pR`, R`q such that for ppXq :" e J φ pXq (H1) ? p P W 1,2 loc pR N d , dXq with dX being the Lebesgue measure; (H2) |∇J φ pXq| P L N d`ǫ pR N d , pq for some ǫ ą 0.
Then, by [AKR03] , there exists a diffusion process satisfying the above equation. In particular, the diffusion operator leads to a strongly continuous semigroup on L 2 pR N d , pq. Further, we assume that the initial condition satisfies a distribution that is exchangeable and absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure.
where E X r0,T s,m pϕq denotes the likelihood ratio of the trajectory X r0,T s,m and is given by the Girsanov theorem (see e.g. [Kut04] )
The function space of learning is L 2 ps ρ T q. Here s ρ T is the distribution of all the pairwise distances t|X t i´X t j |, t P r0, T su i,j , and by the exchangeability of the distribution of X t (which implies that all the pairs X t i´X t j have the same distribution), it can be written as
Here ρ t prq denotes the probability density function of |X t i´X t i |. It is straightforward to show that it exists and is independent of pi, jq by exchangeability, as long as the initial distribution µ 0 is exchangeable and absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure.
In proving the consistency of the estimator (convergence to the truth as data size M Ñ 8), one controls the error of an estimator ϕ by the discrepancy between the empirical likelihood ratios, E M pϕq´E M pϕ true q, which converges to EE X r0,T s pϕq´EE X r0,T s pϕ true q by the Law of Large Numbers. Noting that dX t "´∇J ϕtrue pX t qdt`dB t and that J ϕ is linear in ϕ, we have
and hence
A control on the error of the estimator h " ϕ´ϕ true , can then be realized, if the following inequality holds true
for some constant C T ą 0 for all estimators. Also, by exchangeability, with notation r t ji " X t
Erhp|r t ji |qhp|r t ki |q xr t ji , r t ki y |r t ji ||r t ki | s loooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooon
where the equality follows from that Ipijkq " Ip123q for all triplets tpi, j, kq, j ‰ i, k ‰ i, j ‰ ku, contributing NpN´1qpN´2q copies of Ip123q; and that Ipijkq " Ip122q for all for all triplets tpi, j, kq, j " k ‰ iu, contributing NpN´1q copies of I 122 . Note that I 122 " Erhp|U|q 2 s. Therefore, Eq.(2.4) is equivalent to
Erhp|r t 12 |qhp|r t 13 |q xr t 12 , r t 13 y |r t 12 ||r t 13 | sptqdt ě C N,
Er|hpr 12 q| 2 sdt with C N,T " N 2 pN´1qpN´2q pC T´N´1 N 2 q. Since in practice the true interaction function and estimators are in a compact subspace H Ă L 2 pρ T q, e.g. H " W 1,8 loc pR`q, the above inequality motivates the following coercivity condition, so as to ensure the convergence of the estimator.
Definition 2.1 (Coercivity condition on a time interval) The dynamical system (1.1) on r0, T s with initial condition X 0 is said to satisfy the coercivity condition on a compact subspace
Erhp|r t 12 |qhp|r t 13 |q xr t 12 , r t 13 y |r t 12 ||r t 13 | sdt ą 0, (2.5)
where r t ij " X t i´X t j . If the coercivity condition holds true on every compact subspace H Ă L 2 ps ρ T q, we say the system satisfies the coercivity condition.
We remark that the above coercivity constant c H,T is independent of N, the number of particles in the system. This suggests the interaction function can be identified from the mean field equation of the system when the number of particles are large.
The above coercivity condition involves the average-in-time density s ρ T , which is difficult to track in general. It is more convenient to consider a single-time version.
Definition 2.2 (Coercivity condition at time t) The dynamical system (1.1) with initial condition X 0 is said to satisfy the coercivity condition at time t on a compact subspace H Ă
Erhp|r t 12 |qhp|r t 13 |q xr t 12 , r t 13 y |r t 12 ||r t 13 | s ą 0, (2.6)
where r t ij " X t i´X t j . If the coercivity condition holds true on every compact subspace H Ă L 2 pρ t q, we say the system satisfies the coercivity condition at time t.
The coercivity condition at a single time indicates that the interaction function can be learned from a large size of samples at a single time. This explains the observation in [LZTM19, LMT19] that the kernel can be learned from multiple short-time trajectories.
Relation to strictly positive integral operators
We show in this subsection that the coercivity condition is equivalent to the strictly positiveness of related integral operators on L 2 ps ρ T q or L 2 pρ t q.
Recall that a linear operator Q on a Hilbert space H is positive if xQf, f y ě 0 for any f P H. It is said to be strictly positive if it is positive and xQf, f y " 0 implies that f " 0.
Proposition 2.3 The system (1.1) on r0, T s with initial condition X 0 satisfies the coercivity condition if and only if the integral operator associated with the kernel
is strictly positive on L 2 ps ρ T q, where p t pu, vq denotes the probability density function of the random vector pr t 12 , r t 13 q.
Proof. Let s Q T denote the integral operator associated with s K T pr, sq on L 2 ps ρ T q, that is,
Note that for any h, g P L 2 ps ρ T q,
Erhp|r t 12 |qgp|r t 13 |q xr t 12 , r t 13 y |r t 12 ||r t 13 | sdt
Thus, s Q T is a symmetric bounded linear operator on L 2 ps ρ T q. By definition, the coercivity condition is equivalent to that
Clearly if the coercivity condition holds, then the operator s Q T is strictly positive. For the other direction, suppose that inf hPH, }h} L 2 p s ρ T q "1 x s Q T h, hy " 0 for some compact subspace H Ă L 2 ps ρ T q. Then there exists a sequence th n u 8 n"1 Ă H with }h n } L 2 ps ρ T q " 1 such that x s Q T h n , h n y Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8. Since the sequence is bounded and H is compact, there is an h˚P H and a subsequence h n k Ñ h˚. This implies that }h˚} L 2 ps ρ T q " 1 and x s Q T h˚, h˚y " 0, contradicting to the fact that s Q T is strictly positive.
Similarly, we have the following proposition for the coercivity condition at a single time.
Proposition 2. 4 The system (1.1) with initial condition X 0 satisfies the coercivity conditions at time t if and only if the integral operator Q t on L 2 pρ t q associated with the kernel
is strictly positive.
Proof. Note that
The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 2.3.
With these operators, we can revisit the question on the relation between the two types of coercivity conditions: whether it holds true on an interval if it holds true for each time in the interval. Equivalently, whether s Q T on L 2 ps ρ T q in Proposition 2.3 is positive if Q t on L 2 pρ t q in Proposition 2.4 is positive for each time in r0, T s. Clearly, the question is subtle because these operators are defined on different spaces: L 2 pρ t q and L 2 ps ρ T q, and it requires additional constraints on ρ t and s ρ T , e.g. being equivalent. Instead of tackling operators on different spaces, we provide a firm answer to the question for slightly modified operators, all on the space L 2 ps ρ T q, in the following proposition.
Proposition 2.5 The integral operator s Q T on L 2 ps ρ T q associated with the kernel s K T in (2.7) is strictly positive if t r Q t u tPr0,T s , the family of integral operators on L 2 ps ρ T q associated with the kernels r K t pr, sq :"
are positive for all t and strictly positive for some t.
Proof. Note that for any h P L 2 ps ρ T q,
x r Q t h, hy " Erhp|r t 12 |qhp|r t 13 |q xr t 12 , r t 13 y |r t 12 ||r t 13 | s is continuous in t P r0, T s since the diffusion operator of system (2.1) is a continuous semigroup. Also, since the operator r Q t is non-negative for all t and positive for some t, so is x r Q t h, hy.
Noting that
3 The case of linear systems
A macro-micro decomposition
Consider first the simplest case φprq " θr, or equivalently, Φprq " 1 2 θr 2 . The system (1.1) can be written as
(3.1)
where the matrix A P R N dˆN d is given by (with I d being the identity matrix on R d )
It is straightforward to compute that A 2 " A, and that the matrix A has eigenvalue 1 of multiplicity pN´1qd and eigenvalue 0 of multiplicity d. Note that the vector tx " cpv, v,¨¨¨, vqu is a critical point of the deterministic system, for any constant c P R and any vector v P R d . By a macro-micro decomposition of the system as in [Mal03,CDP`18], the next lemma shows that the center of the particles moves like a Brownian motion, and the particles concentrates around the center with a Gaussian-like distribution.
Lemma 3.1 (i) The solution X t of Eq.(3.1) can be explicitly written as
Conditional on X 0 , the centralized process pY t " X t´X t c q is an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process with marginal (in time) distribution N`e´θ t AX 0 , 1 2θ p1´e´θ t qA˘for each t. In particular, if X 0 is Gaussian and exchangeable with variance Σ, then for each t, Y t has a distribution N`0, e´2 θt AΣA`1 2θ p1´e´θ t qA˘.
Proof. Note first that v t :" 1
Next, note that Y t " X t´X t c " AX t and
where we used A 2 " A in the third equality. Therefore, pY t q is an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process
t can be written as in (3.3). If the initial distribution X 0 is exchangeable, then ErY 0 s " AErX 0 s " 0, because ErX 0 i s " ErX 0 j s for any pi, jq. Thus, if X 0 is Gaussian and exchangeable, then Y t is Gaussian with mean 0. The variance of Y t follows directly from the above integral representation.
We can also directly integrate Eq.(3.1) and write
But the distribution of X t conditional on X 0 is N pe´θ At X 0 , ş t 0 e´2 As dsq, in which the covariance is difficult to compute explicitly due to the singularity of the matrix A. By introducing the centralized process Y t , though the distribution of Y t is degenerate with the covariance 1 2θ p1é´θ t qA being singular, we no longer need to compute ş t 0 e´2 As ds.
Coercivity condition for linear systems
Now we are ready to prove the coercivity conditions. We begin with two technical lemmas. Here denote by covpX, Y q the covariance of X and Y , with the convention that covpXq " covpX, Xq.
Lemma 3.2 Let pX, Y, Zq be exchangeable Gaussian random variables on R 3d with covariance satisfying covpXq´covpX, Y q " λI d for some λ ą 0. Let p λ pu, vq denote the joint distribution of pX´Y, X´Zq and ρ λ prq denote the density function of |X´Y |. Then
is a nonnegative smooth function and in L 2 pρ λ b ρ λ q.
(ii) The integral operator Q λ associated with K λ pr, sq is strictly positive on L 2 pρ λ q. Equivalently, for any 0 ‰ h P L 2 pR`, ρ λ q,
Proof. We first represent K λ pr, sq in terms a series of polynomials. By exchangeability, the random vector pX´Y, X´Zq is centered Gaussian with covariance matrix λˆ2
Combining with the fact that
and that the surface area of the unit sphere is |S d´1 | " 2π d{2
Γp d 2 q , the integral kernel in (3.4) can be written as
and the fact that
" 0, for odd k, P p0, 1q, for even k, we have
Thus, K λ pr, sq is non-negative smooth and in L 2 pρ λˆρλ q.
To prove (ii), since Q λ is the integral operator associated with K λ pr, sq on L 2 pR`, ρ λ q, we have, for any h P L 2 pR`, ρ λ q,
By Lemma 5.9, a variation of the Müntz Theorem, the space spant1, r 2 , r 4 , r 6 ,¨¨¨u is dense in L 2 pr d´1 e´1 3λ r 2 q. Thus, xQ λ h, hy L 2 pρ λ q " 0 only if h " 0. Therefore, Q λ is strictly positive.
Lemma 3.3 Let pX t , Y t , Z t q be a family of exchangeable Gaussian random variables on R 3d with covariance satisfying covpXq´covpX, Y q " λptqI d with λptq " e´2 θt λ 0`1 2θ p1´e´θ t q for t P r0, T s, θ ą 0 and λ 0 ą 0. Let p t pu, vq denote the joint distribution of pX t´Yt , X t´Zt q, ρ t prq denote the density function of |X t´Yt |, and let
Then the integral operators t r Q t u tPr0,T s on L 2 ps ρq associated with r K t is uniformly bounded, continuous in t, and strictly positive for each t.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.2: we represent r K t pr, sq in a series of polynomials and prove that the operator r Q t is positive by the Müntz Theorem. First, note that
with C d,λptq ą 0 and c λ " 1 3λptq . Then, for any h P L 2 pR`, s ρq,
x r Q t h, hy L 2 ps ρq " ż 8 0 hprqhpsq r K t pr, sqs ρprqs ρpsqdrds
Then it follows from Lemma 5.9, a variation of the Müntz Theorem, the space spant1, r 2 , r 4 , r 6 ,¨¨¨u is dense in L 2 pr d´1 e´1 3λptq r 2 q. Thus, x r Q t h, hy L 2 ps ρq " 0 only if h " 0. Therefore, r Q t is strictly positive.
Theorem 3.4 Suppose the linear system (3.1) starts with an initial distribution of pX 0 1 , . . . , X 0 N q that is exchangeable Gaussian with covariance satisfying covpX 0 i q´covpX 0 i , X 0 j q " λ 0 I d with λ 0 ą 0 for all 1 ď i ă j ď N. Then, (i) the coercivity condition holds true at each time t ě 0 in the sense of Definition 2.2; (ii) the coercivity condition also holds true on r0, T s in the sense of Definition 2.1.
Thus, the coercivity conditions for the process pX t q is equivalent to those for the process pY t q.
By
By Lemma 3.2, the integral operator associated with the kernel (2.9) is strictly positive on L 2 pρ t q. Part (i) then follows from Proposition 2.4.
Part (ii) follows from Proposition 2.5 and Lemma 3.3 because pX t 1 , X t 2 , X t 3 q are exchangeable Gaussian satisfying the covariance condition with λptq " e´2 θt λ 0`1 2θ p1´e´θ t q for t P r0, T s.
Remark 3.5 When the system is deterministic, i.e. there is no stochastic force, the coercivity conditions hold true when the initial distribution is exchangeable Gaussian with covpX 0 i qć ovpX 0 i , X 0 j q " λ 0 I d . In this case, we simply have X t " e´θ t AX 0`X t c and Y t " e´θ t AX 0 . Then the vector pY t 1 , Y t 2 , Y t 3 q is exchangeable Gaussian with covpY t i q´covpY t i , Y t j q " e´2 θt λ 0 I d . Again coercivity follows from Lemmas 3.2-3.3. In particular, this holds when the initial distribution is standard Gaussian, in which case λ 0 " 1.
Coercivity condition for non-radial interaction functions
The covariance condition covpX 0 i q´covpX 0 i , X 0 j q " λ 0 I d in Theorem 3.4 is necessary for the above proof, due to the need of series representation of the radial integral kernel K t . This condition can be removed when we prove the coercivity condition based on a series representation of the corresponding non-radial integral kernel. More importantly, we show in this section that identifiability holds true for interaction functions that are non-radial, depending on the pairwise differences between positions.
It is straightforward to see from Section 2.1 that for non-radial interaction functions, the function space of learning is
Correspondingly, the coercivity condition is on these functions spaces.
Definition 3.6 (Coercivity condition for non-radial functions) The dynamical system (1.1) on r0, T s with initial condition X 0 is said to satisfy the coercivity condition on a compact subspace
Erhpr t 12 qhpr t 13 q xr t 12 , r t 13 y |r t 12 ||r t 13 | sdt ą 0, (3.9)
where r t ij " X t i´X t j . If the coercivity condition holds true on every compact subspace H Ă L 2 pR d , s ρ T q, we say the system satisfies the coercivity condition. Similarly, we can define the coercivity condition at a single time t on L 2 pR d , ρ t q.
Propositions 2.3 and 2.4 can be directly generalized to the non-radial version. So we may prove the coercivity condition by showing that the corresponding integral operator is strictly positive. The proof will be based on a series representation of the non-radial integral kernel. First, we need a key lemma showing that polynomials are dense on some weighted L 2 spaces. is strictly positive on L 2 pR d , ρq.
Proof. Since h P L 2 pR d , ρq and X, Y, Z are exchangeable, we have by Cauchy-Schwarz |xQh, gy| "ˇˇErhpX´ZqgpX´Zq xX´Y, X´Zy |X´Y ||X´Z| sˇˇď }h} L 2 pρq }g} L 2 pρq so Q is a bounded operator on L 2 pρq. To show that Q is strictly positive, we need to prove (i) xQh, hy ě 0 for any h P L 2 pρq, and (ii) xQh, hy " 0 ñ h " 0 in L 2 pρq. Proof of (i): to show that for all h P L 2 pρq, xQh, hy " ĳ hpuqhpvq xu, vy |u||v| ppu, vqdudv ě 0, (3.11) by Theorem 5.2, it suffices to show ppu, vq is positive definite. Suppose that X, Y, Z " Npµ, Σq with Σ invertible since the distribution is non-degenerate. Decompose Σ´1 " LL T . Then LpXμ q, LpY´µq, LpZ´µq " Np0, Iq. Denote them byX,Ỹ ,Z, respectively. By Theorem 5.2, it suffices to show the density of pX´Ỹ ,X´Zq is positive definite. SinceX,Ỹ ,Z are exchangeable, covpX,Ỹ q " covpX,Zq " covpỸ ,Zq. Let Θ " covpX,Ỹ q " ErXỸ T s. Since Θ is real symmetric, it can be diagonalizable by a real orthogonal matrix P . Write P ΘP T " diagpλ 1 , ..., λ d q, wheré 1 ď λ i ă 1 by the non-degeneracy assumption. Denote PX, PỸ , PZ by X 1 , Y 1 , Z 1 respectively. By Theorem 5.2 again, it suffices to show that the density qpu, vq of pX 1´Y 1 , X 1´Z 1 q is positive definite. Then the covariance matrix
which has the inverse (by the non-degeneracy assumption)
Thus for some normalizing constant C d ą 0, qpu, vq is equal to
By Theorem 5.2 and the fact that´1 ď λ i ă 1, qpu, vq is positive definite. Then (i) is proved. Proof of (ii): Let h P L 2 pρq satisfy xQh, hy " 0. We need to prove that h " 0. Denote
By the linear transform X Þ Ñ P LpX´µq, we may rewrite (3.11) as
where g j puq " bpuqhppP Lq´1uq ppP Lq´1uq j |pP Lq´1u| . Note that by Taylor expansion
which is a linear combination of all the d-variable monomials u i 1 1¨¨¨u i d d and all coefficients are positive. Thus by Fubini
which implies each term must be zero ż g j puqu i 1 1¨¨¨u in n du " 0, for any integers i 1 , ..., i d ě 0.
Then for any polynomial φpuq we have ż g j puqφpuqdu " 0.
Note that the marginal density of pX 1´Y 1 , X 1´Z 1 q is equal to
for some normalizing constant C 1 d ą 0. Then hpuq P L 2 pR d , ρq implies hppP Lq´1uq P L 2 pR d , qq. Letg j puq :" expp´1 12 ř d i"1 a i u 2 i qhppP Lq´1uq ppP Lq´1uq j |pP Lq´1u| . Since |g j puq| ď |hppP Lq´1uq|, we get g j puq P L 2 pR d , qq. Recall that for any polynomial φpuq we have ż g j puqφpuqdu "
żg j puqφpuqdµpuq " 0,
where dµpuq :" qpuqdu. Clearly, the measure µ satisfies the condition of Lemma 3.7. Then the polynomials are dense in L 2 pR d , qq, therefore,g j " 0 and hence h " 0 in L 2 pR d , ρq.
Theorem 3.9 Suppose the linear system (3.1) starts with an initial distribution of pX 0 1 , . . . , X 0 N q that is non-degenerate exchangeable Gaussian. Then the coercivity condition holds true at each time t ě 0, as well as on r0, T s, in the sense of Definition 3.6.
Thus, the coercivity conditions for the process pX t q are equivalent to those for the process pY t q. By Lemma 3.1, pY t 1 , . . . , Y t N q is exchangeable Gaussian. In particular, the vector pY t 1 , Y t 2 , Y t 3 q is exchangeable Gaussian. By Proposition 3.8, the integral operator Q t associated with the kernel K t pu, vq :" 1 ρ t puqρ t pvq xu, vyp t pu, vq (3.13) is strictly positive on L 2 pρ t q. Then it follows from the non-radial version of Proposition 2.4 that the coercivity condition holds true for each time t.
The coercivity on r0, T s follows from the non-radial version of Proposition 2.3 immediately by using a similar argument to show the integral operatorQ T associated with the kernel
is strictly positive on L 2 pρ T q, since the proof of Proposition 3.8 still works if we replace Q bȳ
In particular, (3.12) is replaced by
where the positive coefficients C d , det L, and C k,i 1 ,...,in depend on t. It still implies g j " 0, and then h " 0.
Nonlinear systems with three particles
We consider a class of nonlinear systems with N " 3 and with stationary distribution -in this case, if the coercivity condition holds true on a time instance as in Definition 2.2, then it also holds on any time interval (see Definition 2.1). When N " 3, the stationary distribution of pX t 1´X t 2 , X t 1´X t 3 q, as we show below, can be computed analytically from a closed differential equation of these two variables. We then prove the coercivity condition based on the analytical form of the stationary distribution. When N ą 3, there is no closed system for this process, and the computation of the distribution of pX t 1´X t 2 , X t 1´X t 3 q requires marginalization, which makes the analytical form intractable. We introduce a "comparison to Gaussian kernels" technique, which makes extensive use of positive definite kernels, to prove the coercivity condition, see Section 4.2. This technique allows us to consider a large class of interaction potentials that lead to positive definite stationary distributions. These potentials include Φprq " r 2β and Φprq " Φ 0 prq`cr 2β , where β P r1{2, 1s and Φ 0 prq is a smooth positive definite function.
Stationary distribution for pairwise differences
Global solutions exist for the gradient system (2.1) with potentials Φprq " r 2β or Φprq " Φ 0 prqc r 2β , if β P r1{2, 1s and Φ 0 prq is smooth, because these potentials lead to continuous drift terms. When β ă 1{2, these potentials lead to singular drifts, and we refer to [Sko96, AKR03] for further study on the existence of weak and strong solutions.
We show first that the process of pairwise differences pX t Then the process pr t 12 , r t 13 q " pX t Proof. Note that " dr t 12 " F pr t 12 , r t 13 qdt`pdB t 1´d B t 2 q, dr t 13 " F pr t 13 , r t 12 qdt`pdB t 1´d B t 3 q,
where the function F : R dˆRd Ñ R d is given by
as a non-degenerate covarianceˆ2 1 1 2˙.
One can then verify directly that the distribution ppu, vq is a stationary solution to the backward Kolmogorov equation of (4.2). Alternatively, for simpler computation, we show that the system (4.2) is a linear transformation of a gradient system with homogeneous diffusion, which shares the same invariant
Then the procesŝ
A´1ˆr t 12 r t 13i s a weak solution to the system Then, it follows from Lemma 5.10 that p Y py 1 , y 2 q9e´2 Hpy 1 , ? 2 2 y 1`? 6 2 y 2is an invariant density for the system (4.3). Therefore, the process pr t 12 , r t 13 q admits ppu, vq as an invariant density.
Remark 4.2 Similarly, one can prove that the process pX t
t N q admits a stationary density on R pN´1qd . In essence, we decompose the system into a reference particle and the relative positions of other particle to the reference particle. This is similar to the macro-micro decomposition of the system in [Mal03, CGM08, HLL`09, CDP`18]. But the above transformation leads to a gradient system with an additive white noise. This simplifies the proof of the stationary distribution. Furthermore, the distribution of relative position pX t When there are more than three particles, such an explicit distribution is no longer available due to the need of marginalization, except the Gaussian case. We expect to develop new techniques to make further use of the exchangeability to avoid marginalization.
Interaction potentials in form of Φprq " r 2β
We develop in this section a "comparison to Gaussian kernels" technique to prove that the coercivity condition holds true for systems with interaction potential Φprq " r 2β for 0 ă β ď 1 and starting from an initial condition such that the pairwise difference has the stationary distribution.
This technique is based on that the stationary distribution of the stationary distribution ppu, vq defined in (4.1) is positive definite, which we prove in the next lemma. 1. If 0 ă β ď 1, then e´Φ p|u´v|q is a positive definite kernel, so is ppu, vq defined in (4.1).
2. If β ą 1, then ppu, vq defined in (4.1) is not positive definite.
Proof. This is a generalization of Corollary 3.3.3 of [BCR84] to the high-dimensional case. Note that ppu, vq is positive definite if and only if e´Φ p|u´v|q is positive definite. The kernel |u´v| 2 for u, v P R d is a negative definite kernel, because for any c 1 , . . . , c n P R, and ř n i"1 c i " 0,
By Theorem 5.6, |u´v| 2β is also a negative definite kernel for any 0 ă β ď 1. By Theorem 5.5, we obtain that e´| u´v| 2β is positive definite, then Part (1) follows. Now we prove Part (2). Suppose now that for some β ą 1, ppu, vq is a positive definite kernel. Then for any t ą 0, x 1 , . . . , x n P R d and c 1 , . . . , c n P R, we have n ÿ j,k"1
By Theorem 5.5, the kernel |u´v| 2β is negative definite, and by Theorem 5.7, |u´v| β is a metric on R. Let 0 " p0, . . . , 0q P R d , 1 " p1, . . . , 1q P R d and 2 " p2, . . . , 2q P R d . Note that
when β ą 1. The contradiction to the triangle inequality implies Part (2).
Recall that the coercivity condition depending only on the distribution of the process pr t 12 , r t 13 q. When the process pr t 12 , r t 13 q is stationary, the coercivity condition at a time instance in Definition 2.2 is equivalent to that of Definition 2.1).
Following proposition 2.3, the coercivity condition is equivalent to the positiveness of the integral operator associated with Kpr, sq : R`ˆR`Ñ R defined by
where ppu, vq is the stationary density defined in (4.1), and ρ denotes the density of |r t 12 |. For the case β " 1 in the previous section, we witnessed that the Gaussian distribution neatly ensures strict positiveness of the integral operator through Taylor expansion of xu, vye cxu,vy . However, when β ‰ 1, such a "quadratic structure" is no longer available. We introduce a new technique, which bounds the kernel by another positive definite kernel from below and combines the Gamma integral representation of the power function, to uncover such a quadratic structure.
as long as the integrals exist.
Proof. By Theorem 5.2, Φ 2 pu, vq n Φ 1 pu, vq is positive definite for each integer n ě 0. Then the inequalities follow from the Taylor expansion of e Φ 2 pu,vq . Proposition 4.6 Let β P p0, 1s and ppu, vq be a probability density function defined in (4.1) with Φprq " r 2β , i.e. ppu, vq " 1 Z e´2 3 p|u| 2β`| v| 2β`| u´v| 2β q . Let ρprq be the probability density function of |U| with pU, V q having a joint distribution ppu, vq. Then,
xu, vy |u||v| ppu, vqdudv ą 0 for any 0 ‰ h P L 2 pρq.
Proof. The factor 2 3 and the normalizing constant Z does not play a role in the above inequality, so we neglect them in the following proof. We only consider the case β ă 1, since when β " 1 the Gaussian distribution neatly ensures strict positiveness of the integral operator through Taylor expansion of xu, vye cxu,vy . Note that where in the equality we dropped the term |u| β`| v| β because, due to symmetry of xu, vy, ż
g 1 p|u|qg 2 p|v|q xu, vy |u||v| " 0 for any g 1 , g 2 P L 2 pρq. We shall use this property several times in the following. Next, we use Gamma function to bound r I in (4.5) from below by a Gaussian kernel as in the previous section. Note that for any x ą 0 and β ă 1,
Plugging this into the integral in (4.5), and using the symmetry of xu, vy again, we obtain
r hp|u|q r hp|v|qe´λ p|u| 2`| v| 2 q xu, vy |u||v| e 2λxu,vy dudv dλ λ β`1 .
By the symmetry of xu, vy and Taylor expansion of e 2λxu,vy , we have Note thatC n,β " Cnβ Γp1´βq ş 2 1 λ 2n´β dλ ą 0 for each n ě 0. Combing all the above, we have
which is positive if h ‰ 0 P L 2 pf q with f prq :" r d`1 e´2 r 2β´2 r 2 , because by Lemma 5.9, the set of functions spant1, r 2 , r 4 ,¨¨¨u is complete in L 2 pR`, f q. Note that supp f " supp ρ " R`, so h ‰ 0 P L 2 pf q when h ‰ 0 P L 2 pρq. We conclude the proof. The coercivity condition follows directly from the above proposition.
Theorem 4.7 Let Φprq " r 2β for β P r1{2, 1s. Then the coercivity condition holds true for the system (2.1) with N " 3 starting from an initial distribution such that the joint distribution of pr 0 12 , r 0 13 q is ppu, vq in (4.1).
where r hprq " hprqe´2 3 Φprq´2 3 Φ 0 prq and r Φpu, vq :" Φ 0 p|u|q`Φ 0 p|v|q´Φ 0 p|u´v|q.
Since Φ 0 p|u´v|q is negative definite, by Theorem 5.3, r Φpu, vq is positive definite. Also, by Lemma 4.4, xu, vye´2 3 a|u´v| 2β is positive definite. Hence, by Lemma 4.5, we have
Then the strict positive definiteness follows from Proposition 4.6.
Remark 4.11 The above lemma can be directly generalized to non-radial kernels of the form
with Φ 0 pu, vq being negative definite, c ą 0, and with β P p0, 1s.
The coercivity condition follows directly from the above proposition.
Theorem 4.12 The coercivity condition holds true for the system (2.1) with N " 3 starting from an initial distribution such that the joint distribution of pr 0 12 , r 0 13 q is ppu, vq in (4.1), and with Φ : R`Ñ R satisfying Assumption 4.9.
Proof. Since β P r1{2, 1s and Φ 0 is smooth, the and the initial condition has distribution ppu, vq, the solution of the system leads to a stationary process pr t 12 , r t 13 q. Then, the coercivity condition holds by Lemma 4.10.
We provide a few examples of negative definite radial kernels, and related positive kernels.
Lemma 4.13 For 0 ă α ď 2, 0 ă γ ď 1 and a ě 0, the following kernels are negative definite:
For any c ą 0 and any integer k ě 1, the following kernels are positive definite:
Proof. By Lemma 4.4, if 0 ď α ď 2, then |u´v| α is a negative definite kernel. By definition of a negative definite kernel a`|u´v| α is also negative definite for any a P R. By Theorem 5.6, Φ 1 p|u´v|q " pa`|u´v| α q γ is also a negative definite kernel when 0 ă γ ď 1 and a ě 0.
Since Φ 1 p|u´u|q " a γ ě 0, by Theorem 5.6, logp1`Φ 1 p|u´v|qq " Φ 2 p|u´v|q is negative definite.
The positive definiteness of e´c Φ 1 p|u´v|q and e´c Φ 2 p|u´v|q follows directly from Theorem 5.5. The kernel Φ 2 p|u´v|q´k is positive definite because 
converge for every r P R`, where the coefficients satisfy the following conditions 1. a j ě 0, a 1 i ě 0, c j ě 0, c 1 i ě 0 for i, j ‰ 0 and 2. 0 ă γ i ď 1, α j , α 1 i P r1, 2s for i, j ‰ 0, and 3. β j ą 0 and k j ě 1 is a positive integer for each j.
Let K : R`ˆR`Ñ R be an integral kernel defined in (4.4) with ppu, vq defined in (4.1) and with
Φprq " Φ 1 prq`Φ 2 prq.
(4.8)
Then Kpr, sq is a positive definite kernel. Furthermore, if there exists i 0 ě 1, such that a 1 i 0 " 0, γ 1 i 0 " 1, and c 1 i 0 ą 0, (4.9)
then the coercivity condition holds true for the system (2.1) with potential Φ in (4.8), if it starts from an initial distribution such that the joint distribution of pr 0 12 , r 0 13 q is ppu, vq in (4.1).
Proof. It follows directly from Lemma 4.13 that K is positive definite. Note that with the above conditions, the drift term is smooth and dominated by a term r 2β with β " α 1 i 0 {2 P r1{2, 1s, so the system leads to a stationary process pr t 12 , r t 13 q. It follows from Lemma 4.10 that the coercivity condition holds true.
Appendix

Positive definite integral kernels
In this section, we review the definitions of positive and negative definite kernels, as well as their basic properties. The following definition is a real version of the definition in [BCR84, p.67].
Definition 5.1 Let X be a nonempty set. A function φ : XˆX Ñ R is called a (real) positive definite kernel if and only if it is symmetric (i.e. φpx, yq " φpy, xq) and n ÿ j,k"1 c j c k φpx j , x k q ě 0 (5.1) for all n P N, tx 1 , . . . , x n u P X and tc 1 , . . . , c n u P R. We call the function φ a (real) negative definite kernel if and only if it is symmetric and n ÿ j,k"1 c j c k φpx j , x k q ď 0 (5.2) for all n ě 2, tx 1 , . . . , x n u P X and tc 1 , . . . , c n u P R with ř n j"1 c j " 0. for all n ě 2, tx 1 , . . . , x n u P X and tc 1 , . . . , c n u P C with ř n j"1 c j " 0. We can again check that when φ is real-valued, the definitions (5.2) and (5.4) are equivalent. In this paper, we only consider real-valued, symmetric kernels.
Theorem 5.2 (Properties of positive definite kernels) Suppose that k, k 1 , k 2 : XˆX Ă R dˆRd Ñ R are positive definite kernels. Then Theorem 5.6 If ψ : XˆX Ñ R is negative definite and ψpx, xq ě 0, then so are ψ α for 0 ă α ă 1 and logp1`ψq.
Proof. The complex version of this theorem is proved in Theorem 3.2.10 of [BCR84] . The real version can be proved in a similar way.
Theorem 5.7 [BCR84, Proposition 3.3.2] Let X be nonempty and ψ : XˆX Ñ C be negative definite. Assume tpx, yq P XˆX, ψpx, yq " 0u " tpx, xq : x P Xu, then ? ψ is a metric on X.
Müntz-type theorems on half-line
We recall first the following theorem on the completeness of tt an u in weighted L 2 space on unbounded domain (see [Fuc46, BP46] and see [GD05, Hor14] for recent developments ).
Theorem 5.8 Let a k be positive numbers, such that a k`1´ak ě d ą 0, pk " 1, 2, . . .q, and let log ψprq " Then te´tt a k u is complete in L 2 p0, 8q if and only if ż 8 1 ψprq r dr " 8
Lemma 5.9 The set of functions tr 2k , k " 1, 2,¨¨¨u is complete in L 2 pr0, 8q, ρq for any probability density ρ such that sup rą0 ρprqe 2r ă 8.
Proof. Let a k " 2k for k " 1, 2,¨¨¨. We define the function logpψprqq " 2 ř a k ăr 1 a k , if r ą a 1 , and logpψprqq " 2 a 1 if r ď a 1 . Note that 2 ř a k ăr 1 a k " ř tr{2u
k"1 1 k ą lnptr{2uq. Then ψprq ě r and ż 8 1 ψprq r 2 " 8.
We conclude that te´tt 2k , k " 1, 2,¨¨¨u is complete in L 2 p0, 8q by Theorem 5.8. To show that tr 2k , k " 1, 2,¨¨¨u is complete in L 2 pρq, assume that xhprq, r 2k y L 2 pρq " 0 for all k ě 1. Then ż 8 0 hprqρprqe r r 2k e´rdr " ż 8 0 hprqr 2k ρprqdr " 0 for all k. This implies that hprqρprqe r " 0 in L 2 r0, 8q (note that hprqρprqe r P L 2 r0, 8q because sup rą0 ρprqe 2r ă 8). Hence hprqρprq " 0 almost everywhere, and h " 0 in L 2 pr0, 8q, ρq.
Stationary measure for a gradient system
Lemma 5.10 Suppose H : R n Ñ R is locally Lipschitz and that Z " ş R n e´2 Hpxq dx ă 8. Then ppxq " 1 Z e´2 Hpxq is an invariant density to gradient system dX t "´∇HpX t qdt`dB t ,
where pB t q is an n-dimensional standard Brownian motion.
